Year 1 Distance Learning Wonder Of the World (WOW!) Week 2

English

Maths

Other

Speaking and Listening
I can take turns when speaking, listen carefully to others
and respond with relevant comments.
Read and share some stories. Take it in turns to read
stories with someone else or to a soft toy. Try to use
different voices for each character in the story.

Shape and Measure
I can begin to measure length and height.
Ask an adult to measure your height. Are you shorter or
taller than your parents? Find some toys which are
shorter / taller than you. Arrange the toys in order from
the shortest to the tallest.

Science
I can find out about the features of living things.
What’s in your soil? Fill a container with some soil from
your garden. Then fill the jar almost to the top with water.
Shake the jar for a minute until you create a muddy,
watery mixture. Leave it for a while to settle. What do
you notice?

Reading
I can make simple inferences.
Listen to Miss Fryer’s ‘Honey and Trouble’. Watch the
video and practise using reading strategies. Look for
clues to infer information about the wise woman of the
forest.

Shape and Measure
I can compare length and height.
Use BBC Bitesize to learn how to compare length and
height. Learn to use the correct vocabulary to describe
and compare.

Physical
I can create and perform dances.
Have a dance party. Turn up the music, use lights or
decorations for ambiance, then twist, macarena, floss
and dance like your favourite animal, or freestyle your
way to fun.

Writing
I can use adjectives to describe and engage.
Listen to Miss Fryer’s ‘Honey and Trouble’. Watch the
video and join in with the activity. Think of adjectives to
describe the character of the monkey and use them to
write sentences about his appearance and personality.

Shape and Measure
I can solve practical problems involving length and
height.
Measure the length of two objects. e.g. measure a
sponge with coins and a teddy with spoons. Are the toys
the same length or height? Can we tell for certain if we
use two different units for measuring? (ie. measure one
toy with a coin but the other toy with a spoon?)

ICT
I can complete a simple computer program.
Play seed game
Complete the computer programme by moving your
mouse or tapping your ipad. How many different seeds
can you collect in the time?

Word, sentence, grammar
I can link ideas with ‘and’ in order to build sentences.
Use the story ‘Honey and Trouble’ to write sentences
explaining what you liked about the story. e.g. My
favourite part was when the monkey spoke to all the
different animals and asked them for different trouble.
I liked the part where…. and when this happened…..

Shape and Measure
I can use the words ‘before’, ‘after’ and other time
vocabulary to describe, sort and order events.
Draw pictures of some activities which you do before and
after school. Sort them using the labels ‘before’ and
‘after’. Now sort them into ‘morning’, ‘afternoon’ and
‘evening’ activities. Arrange your pictures in order of
when you do them during the day and describe the order
using the words ‘first’, ‘then’ and ‘next’.

Creative
I can play untuned instruments and explore making
sounds.
Make your own musical instruments.
Use containers around your home and fill with different
materials to explore the different sounds they make and
to decide which sounds you prefer.

Spelling
I can recognise the consonant clusters - cl-, pl-, gl-, fl, bl(clown, plum, glad, flag, black )
Scavenger Hunt: L- Blends
Hide words with l-blends around your home. Find the
words, read and spell them aloud (segmenting), then
practise writing them.

Shape and Measure
I can learn the days of the week and some months.
Use a calendar to look at the names of the months.
Discuss special dates in the family e.g. birthdays,
celebrations, holidays. Sort the days of the week into
school days and non- school days.

Just for fun.
Make a colour spinner.
Make a shadow puppet show by using puppets to block
the light.

